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Abstract
Often secondary mathematics methods courses include classroom peer
classmate peers as there are no discipline issues and little mathematical discourse as the “students” know the content. We will share a recent change
in our methods course where pre-service teachers teach in developmental
perience.

As the modern classroom continues to evolve and students change, teacher preparation programs must continually work to meet the ever changing
demands in the classroom. How can teacher candidates be best prepared to
meet all the expectations of content knowledge, classroom management, assessment, pedagogical content knowledge, and the list goes on? One of the
ways to assist the teacher candidates in their preparation for the classroom
they will be in is to make their preparation as realistic as possible. Thus,
the need for authentic teaching experiences arises. One of the most often
heard complaints from teacher candidates is that what they learn in classes
does not translate directly to what they will experience in a classroom. As
a result, we decided it was time for a change in the secondary mathematics
methods course.
The training that teacher candidates receive throughout their education
1999). Teacher candidates already have a preconceived notion of what it
means to be a teacher as they have observed teachers from the student side
for at least the previous twelve years. Without a meaningful university ex-1-

teacher candidates will simply revert to teaching the way they were taught
as they struggle with putting into practice their pedagogical and content
about preparing teacher candidates for success. For many teacher candidates, since they have observed teaching for years they believe they are
knowledgeable and ready for a classroom. However, many have never had
purpose of the lesson and then been responsible for implementing the lesson
as well as answering student questions and handling any classroom managearound the internet looking for an answer to no avail. The study described
methods course so that teacher candidates experience authentic classroom
situations to better prepare them for what they will experience as a teacher.
The general purpose of the study was to create authentic teaching experiences in a secondary mathematics methods courseso that teacher candidates
could gain a more realistic experience to demonstrate their pedagogical condence level in an array of areas. An understanding of the areas that teacher
-

-

Relevant Literature
educators and researchers alike have tried to understand the role of selfgreatly impact their daily beliefs in being able to succeed with their students
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expert teachers and found that expert teachers have six central tendencies.
their ability to be effective teachers as well as a high level of personal and
education programs and their authentic assessment components in their
tion of authentic assessment includes “opportunities for developing and ex-

Hammond and Snyder considered the work at Alverno College where preservice teachers engage in a number of assessments that assess how well
they apply their knowledge and skills in realistic settings.
mance-based assessments. Prior to receiving their assessment feedback, the

Background

with a MBA program, three graduate programs in nursing, as well as degree
programs in an accelerated format for nontraditional students. The average class size is 23 students, and the typical faculty load is 12 credit hours
at any given time with about one-third of those being secondary mathematmathematics.
Program Structure
The secondary mathematics education program is designed to be completed in four years. All required mathematics courses are completed in the
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As Millikin is a small institution, not all mathematics students experience

odd or even calendar year.)
In the state of Illinois, all teacher candidates, regardless of content area,
ing. These hours are not all necessarily engaged with students and may be
a freshman. All teacher candidates at Millikin are required to complete a
thirty1 hour internship, which is taken during the freshman or sophomore
year. This experience consists mostly of observation, but some teacher candidates have one-on-one interaction with students and occasionally lead a
2

hours
-

are placed in a local school where they are paired with a teacher. They spend
time observing, interact some with students based on the supervising teachby a university faculty member. The university faculty who supervise the
ternship the teacher candidates complete takes place the semester prior to
student teaching and is with the cooperating teacher with whom they will
3
.
program of upper level courses only being offered every other year, students

students earn hours for their state teaching license.

1

2
3
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Previous Structure of Methods Course
The secondary mathematics methods course has been fairly traditional
at length. The teacher candidates learn about the scope and sequence of a
course and develop lesson plans. Case Studies are analyzed and thorough
class discussions are centered on them. Teacher candidates “teach” multiple
mini-lessons with varying goals/foci culminating in one full-length lesson
curriculum. The lesson is videotaped, and the teacher candidates write a
feedback from their classmates.
However, the teacher candidates often have trouble taking on the role of
content, they are on their best behavior, and the typical questions or pitfalls
that would arise in an authentic classroom situation do not take place. In the
methods class, the students are also on their best behavior during their classexercise their classroom management skills. As classroom management is
usually one of the toughest hurdles for teacher candidates and novice teachthey can receive feedback.
Searching for a Teaching Locale
needed a more realistic experience in the secondary mathematics methods
course. One of the most common complaints of teacher candidates is that
what they learn in class does not directly relate to what they will experience
when they teach. So, it was decided they needed a more realistic experience
in addition to teaching lessons to their peers. The remaining decision was
where to have the teacher candidates teach. Placing them out in the public
schools would not be an easy task due to the already overwhelming demand
on the schools for internships and student teaching
placements, so that was the last on the list of possibilities. So, the question
was where to go?
college level course work, and this percentage is lower for minority stu-

tal mathematics courses. One of the developmental mathematics courses is
Intermediate Algebra. The content is comparable to an Algebra I course in

Participants
The primary participants are the teacher candidates enrolled in Secondary
Mathematics Methods who are typically either seniors who will be student
course with consent of the instructor. All the teacher candidates enrolled in
Survey Instrument
At the beginning of the semester, in an effort to gather information about
were given a survey with a Likert-type scale where 1 represented strongly
survey at the end of the semester. The survey at the end of the semester had
three items directly related to the authentic teaching experience as well as
two open-ended questions in which the teacher candidates could expand on
Experience
Teaching.
ate Algebra class at Millikin. Lesson plans were due two days prior to teaching so that the Secondary Mathematics Methods instructor had an opportunity to offer feedback on items such as selection of examples, structure, and
timing and to ensure the appropriate planning and care had been taken in
preparing the lesson. The teacher candidates wrote their lesson plans using
the same format and standards expected during the student teaching experience. Further, the teacher candidates met with the Secondary Mathematics
Methods instructor prior to the lesson taught for feedback on their ideas
during the development of the lesson.
The teacher candidates were given a seven-week window in which to
complete their three lessons starting during the sixth week of the semester.

They had a schedule of the Intermediate Algebra course and what topics
were to be taught when. It was up to the teacher candidates to select what
topic/day they wanted. This approach was decided in an effort to reduce the
argument about getting an “unwanted” topic and to select days that worked

In addition to having an authentic audience for teachvideotaped. The teacher candidates were required to view the video of each
taught. Teacher candidates considered immediate and planned decisions
they made and analyzed the reasons why they made these decisions and
-

tor, each lesson was followed up with a meeting with the methods instructor
for verbal feedback in addition to the written feedback that could be used
to improve on the next lesson and to identify areas that need improving
prior to the student teaching experience. The written feedback the teacher
candidates received was in the same format that they will receive after each
observation they have during their student teaching experience.
After all the teacher candidates completed their lessons
one they can learn from within the lessons. These video moments were
shared in the Secondary Mathematics Methods class to help each other
Preparing for the Experience
In preparation for the authentic teaching experience, a number of steps
had to take place. First, the teacher candidates had to prepare to construccandidates were able to move from simple passive statements such as “That
chosen as well as teacher mannerisms and pedagogical techniques.
To acclimate to the presence of a video camera and to prepare to watch
videos of themselves, the second week of class, each student presented a
addition to learning to seek out non-routine problems, the teacher candi-
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the feedback from their classmates.
In preparation for being able to think on their feet in front of students,
often at the beginning or end of class a student was randomly selected to
intention was for the teacher candidates to become better at explaining how
of these problems may be found in Appendix B.
lesson plan on a designated topic and received feedback after receiving instruction and discussing the vital elements of a lesson. The teacher candidates were instructed to write the lesson plans in the format that would be
nior block.)

Summary of Findings
Surveys
four teacher candidates were enrolled. Although this does not allow for the
There were questions appearing on both the pre- and post-surveys that iden-

this increase would be greater, but it is suspected that the teacher candidates
did not rate this as high as they often thought they did much better than
their lesson grades indicated. The areas with the greatest increases were

lesson plans throughout the semester, it is great to see this increase, but an
even greater one was hoped for. One student wrote, “I still need work planning daily lessons and not to plan too much in one day, but I am much more
The survey at the end of the semester had three items directly related to

the authentic teaching experience as well as two open-ended questions in
which the teacher candidates could expand on their selections. The items
-
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weaknesses in my teaching of which I was unaware. All teacher candidates
responded
with strongly agree or agree. Table 1 contains the results from
Table
1
the pre and post survey.
Summary of Pre- and Post- Surveys

Table 1. Summary of Pre- and Post- Surveys
I am confident in my ability to locate resources for
teaching mathematics.
I am confident in my ability to critically analyze my
teaching skills in an objective manner.
I am confident in my ability to plan daily lessons.
I am confident in my ability to answer students’
mathematics questions.
I am confident in my ability to try new ideas/activities in
my classroom.
Teaching lessons in MA106 increased my confidence in
my ability to answer students’ questions.
Writing reflections based on the videos of teaching in
MA106 as helped my growth as a teacher.
Watching the videos of my lesson revealed weaknesses in
my teaching of which I was unaware.

Pre-

Post-

3.0

4.5

3.5

4.0

3.0

4.25

3.5

4.0

4.0

4.25

-

4.33

-

4.67

-

5.0

nerisms that they did not know they had. A surprising result was that the stuis a crucial component of growth, the teacher candidates are typically vocal

Instructor Reaction
As was hoped, the teacher candidates acknowledged they had areas to
work on of which they were unaware. As opposed to previous semesters
when the teaching done was peer teaching, the students appeared to work
harder and put in more preparation time knowing it was a “real” class they
would be teaching. They had concerns about making sure the content was
-9-
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• I think the most beneficial part was by far reflecting on our lessons after we watched them
for ourselves, and seeing your comments on our lessons as well.
• I think watching the videos and writing reflections were the most beneficial parts because I
learned a lot about my habits from watching myself so often. Now I have time to work on
perfecting things before I get to my student teaching experience.
• One of my biggest fears was answering students’ questions if I didn’t know the answer but I
am more confident in my ability to do that now.
• The videos really helped to point things out (board work, filer words, etc.) that I didn’t
really know I was struggling with.
• I really feel the most beneficial part is finding the little things I do that I don’t necessarily
realize I am doing while I teach.

Fig 1. Teacher candidates' comments from the post survey.

right as well as being able to answer student questions. This was exactly
the hope. The students were experiencing authentic teaching. They were
ing presentation they made. Teaching in the authentic classroom helped the
teacher candidates make great leaps. By the end of the semester, most were
The teacher candidates felt as if they had a true goal they were working
seemed so far away for some. With each authentic teaching experience they
received instructor feedback as to what to focus on for the next lesson. This
gave the teacher candidates focus as opposed to trying to improve across
the board.
Since the instructor is also the student teaching supervisor, a direct impact
has been observed during student teaching. There are much less growing
pains during student teaching as those have already been experienced durstronger than previously. The teacher candidates are much more aware of
the expectations of their supervisor during student teaching because they
have already experienced those throughout the secondary mathematics
methods course. This had made for a much smoother student teaching experience for the teacher candidates as well as the supervisor.
Lessons Learned
ment. First, allowing the teacher candidates to pick their own teaching days

and topics gave them too much freedom as they were in no hurry to make
rather than simply focusing on the content.
curred while attempting to view the videos. Additionally, the “classroom
vibe” as well as the reaction of all student participants is not captured on the
For some teacher candidates, this experience was a big leap. They needed
more “hand holding” to make the transition and more practice in planning

there to back them up whereas in the Secondary Mathematics Methods
course they were told that no one would rescue them if they froze or had
Second Attempt at Restructuring
offering of the course. Ten teacher candidates were enrolled in the course.
The teacher candidates did not get to select the course or topic to be taught.
The instructor made those decisions prior to the semester by looking through
they would be teaching their lessons.
As to watching all the lessons live, the instructor made sure to have a
course schedule that would allow for teaching candidates to teach in those
instructor.
sons in an attempt to better prepare the teacher candidates to write their own
lessons. In addition, since many of the teacher candidates had never taught
sons in front of at least two of their classmates prior to teaching it to the
authentic classroom. They received written feedback from their classmates
their lesson. This was one of the most commented on assignments during
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Outgrowth of Restructuring of Methods Course
As an outgrowth of this work, the senior-level mathematics course Incourse is one in which the enrolled student serves as a teaching assistant
to one of the tenured or tenure-track mathematics faculty for a course. The
three lessons, and other requirements as laid out by the faculty member. The
purposes of the internship are for the student to become more familiar with
course management, assessment, presentation, and to grow as a tutor and
teacher. With the development of the new authentic teaching experience as
part of the Secondary Mathematics Methods course, parts of this experience
In the past, a student registered for the internship but depending on what
faculty member he/she was assigned to the experience was vastly different.
department felt it was important to have a similar experience regardless of
the course or faculty member to which the student is assigned. Since teacher
candidates, in general, need more authentic teaching situations, it was determined that it was important to make the mathematics teaching internship
more rigorous.
ematics Methods instructor) regardless of the faculty member they are assigned to. When they teach their lessons, they now videotape them and
improved upon. The coordinator also analyzes the video and gives writ-

Methods. All of the items are submitted to the coordinator throughout the
semester to receive feedback for improvement.
Achieving the Goals of the Study
ate an authentic teaching experience to better prepare teacher candidates

Through the survey instruments given prior to and after the authentic
- 12 -

teaching experiences, we were able to not only identify the teacher cancated in the pre-survey, classroom activities were integrated to help prepare
the teacher candidates for the authentic classroom teaching. For example, as
lessons, multiple opportunities were integrated into the methods course to
improve upon this skill. In the post-survey the teacher candidates indicated
lessons for their authentic teaching experience, this is a great success. We
We were able to successfully create an authentic teaching experience to
and ultimately their teaching positions thus achieving goal two. We are
regarding the authentic teaching experience were either agree or strongly
teachers to integrate and demonstrate their content and pedagogical skills
in realistic settings.
success. As noted in the comments in Figure 1, the teacher candidates found
written feedback we may have given them. The teacher candidates grew
throughout the process and were able to critically analyze themselves so
that they are wellprepared for what they will face in their own classrooms.
This level of preparation and growth is in line with the work that came out of
opportunity to demonstrate their skills through performance-based assessfor their future careers. The one minor goal of the study to determine if
midterm evaluation reports) for the teacher candidates, there is anecdotal
dent going into their student teaching placements. There are no longer panic
stricken phone calls from teacher candidates. The teacher candidates are
starting their student teaching placements performing at a level that previ- 13 -

ously had not been seen until at least midway through the student teaching
experience. The midterm evaluation written reports from the student teachgrades in student teaching have gone up. All signs are pointing to better
performances in the student teaching experiences.

Conclusion
The opportunity to give teacher candidates an authentic teaching situation cannot be ignored. The videotaping of all the lessons of the teacher
candidates and their analysis of their videos helps the teacher candidates to
and mentoring by the Secondary Mathematics Methods instructor, teaching
as well as experiencing the same evaluation process that is used during
student teaching gives the teacher candidates an invaluable experience that
will better prepare them for their student teaching experience and future
in the classroom. The experience enables them to expand their pedagogiencourages growth. As a result, the teacher candidates are much more coneffective manner.
Without this type of methods course, the mathematics teacher candidates
are missing out on a valuable opportunity to teach in an authentic classroom
setting where they would have the opportunity to put their newly learned
opportunity they may never have again. When will they ever have another
opportunity to teach lessons under the supervision of a mathematics educator while videotaping themselves to be able to analyze the decisions made
throughout the lesson? This authentic teaching format gives them that opportunity where they can learn from the wisdom and experience of their
methods instructor who will also be their university supervisor during student teaching. This experience gives the teacher candidates an incredible
opportunity to grow as a teacher and to lay the foundation for a productive
working relationship of supervisor and teacher candidate. Having a methods course that is closer to a true classroom experience has the potential to
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Appendix A
Non-routine Problem Presentation
(25 points possible)
Each teacher candidate will present a non-routine problem appropriate for pre-algebra through
pre-calculus. The problem and at least one solution method (not just the answer) should be
copied for the other members of the class and your instructor for distribution at the end of the
presentation. On copies for distribution please include your name, date of your presentation,
type of problem and level (if applicable), how the problem might be used (opening activity,
problem of the week, puzzle, etc.) and the source.
The teacher candidate will present the problem, indicating for what purpose the problem could
be used and at what level, and then give the other students about 10 minutes to solve the
problem. At the end of the 10 minutes, the teacher candidate should first ask if someone has
solved the problem and let the student(s) who solved the problem explain his/her solution(s);
explain the solution to the problem with that student's(s') help or explain the solution
himself/herself.
In all cases the teacher candidate should try to involve the other students as much as possible.
Grades will be based on presentation and choice of problem. Total length of presentation should
be no more than 20 minutes. In order for your instructor to run off the copies for the class, the
problem and at least one solution method must be submitted during the previous class; otherwise,
you will need to do this.
Each presentation will be videotaped. Upon completion of the lesson, each student will view
his/her session on tape and write a 1–2 page self-analysis/reflection paper. Discuss what went
well and what did not go so well including specific examples; provide suggestions for
improvement. Integrate the feedback from classmates. These reflections and comments should
help you improve the lesson for future use.
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Appendix B

Appendix B

SampleProblems
of Explanation Problems
Sample of Explanation

1.) A
stands
feet away
from
a building
sights
the top
of athe building with a
) A surveyor stands
60surveyor
feet away
from60
a building
and
sights
the top and
of the
building
with
surveyingondevice
mounted
a tripod.device
If theissurveying
device
5 feet and
above the ground and
surveying device mounted
a tripod.
If the on
surveying
5 feet above
theisground
the angle
elevation
is 50°,
how tall is the building?
the angle of elevation
is 50°,ofhow
tall is the
building?

) Solve

x − 1 =2.) 2Solve
x + 1 . x − 1 = 2x + 1 .

+ 8 x + 13 =the
0 by
completing the square.
) Solve x 2 + 8 x 3.)
+ 13Solve
= 0 byx 2completing
square.

4.)ofJoe
has 120
feet ofa fencing
to make
a rectangular
dog
If aone
house
used for one side of
) Joe has 120 feet
fencing
to make
rectangular
dog pen.
If a house
is pen.
used for
sideis of
What would the maximum
thebe
pen,
would
be thefor
length
and width
forWhat
maximum
the pen, what would
thewhat
length
and width
maximum
area?
wouldarea?
the maximum
area be?
area be?

5.)radius
Three3 circles
of radius
cm,are
5 cm,
and 9 cm,
are another.
all tangent
to one
) Three circles of
cm, 5 cm,
and 9 3cm,
all tangent
to one
Find
the another. Find the
angles,
nearest that
tenththe
of lines
a degree,
that thethe
lines
connecting
the centers of the circles
angles, to the nearest
tenthtoofthe
a degree,
connecting
centers
of the circles
make with each other.
make with each other.

6.) Whatofare( xthe
solutions
) What are the solutions
x − 4) = of
6 ? ( x + 1)( x − 4) = 6 ?
+ 1)(

7.) Write
the equation
of a quadratic
function
through
thehas
point (2, −2) and has
) Write the equation
of a quadratic
function
that passes
throughthat
thepasses
point (2,
−2) and
vertex (4, 1).
vertex (4, 1).

8.) Write
theofpolynomial
ofinteger
least degree
with integer
coefficients
has the given zeros.
) Write the polynomial
f(x)
least degreef(x)
with
coefficients
that has
the given that
zeros.
2, 1 − 3i
2, 1 − 3i

9.) Solve
the following
equation by factoring.
) Solve the following
equation
by factoring.

x 3 = 16 x

x 3 = 16 x

3
Find
all zerosf (for
.) Find all zeros10.)
for the
function
x ) =the
3 xfunction
− 2 x 2 −f 7( x )−=23. x 3 − 2 x 2 − 7 x − 2 .

x) =f 3(2x )2 =
− 6Bx, what
+ 2 and
f (2value
) = 6 ,of
what
.) If f ( x) = 3 x 211.)
− BxIf+ 2f (and
is the
B? is the value of B?

12.) Aover
balloonist
flying
over an
island
observed
that the angles
of north
depression
.) A balloonist flying
an island
observed
that
the angles
of depression
of the
and of the north and
southwere
end of
island
32° and 47°,
respectively.
specialheradar equipment he
south end of the island
32°the
and
47°, were
respectively.
Using
special radarUsing
equipment
that the
his south
distance
theisland
southwas
end2825
of thefeet
island
determined that hisdetermined
distance from
endfrom
of the
andwas
from2825
the feet and from the
north
wasis3880
feet. What
is the north
distance
northend
endoftothe
the south end of the
north end was 3880
feet.end
What
the distance
from
endfrom
to thethesouth
island?
island?

13.) Form
polynomial
f (x)degree
whoseare
zeros
and degree are given.
.) Form a polynomial
f (x)awhose
zeros and
given.
Zeros:
multiplicity1,2,-40multiplicity
multiplicity1;
1,degree
-4 multiplicity
1; degree 4
Zeros: 3 multiplicity
2, 0 3multiplicity
4
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14.)
so that
) =−53x.3 + k 2 x 2 + 2kx − 3 .
.) Find values of
k soFind
thatvalues
x + 1 isofa kfactor
of xf +( x1) is
= 5a xfactor
+ k 2 of
x 2 f+(2xkx

loga15.)
.log
301,a,and
=a 60, .=log
699
,5and
=following.
0.log
778a ,6find
15.) If log a 2 = 015.)
.301 ,Iflog
If0.699
2log
= 0log
301
0.a778
=, 0find
.log
699athe
,6and
= 0.the
778following.
, find the following.
a52==0
a .5
(a) log a 3(a) log a 3
(b) log a 50
(b) log a 50
(b) log a 50
a) log a 3

Construct
a) that
polynomial
f (x)the
thatgiven
might
havemight
the given
16.) Construct a 16.)
polynomial
16.)
f (xConstruct
might
a polynomial
have
f (xgraph.
) that
have graph.
the given graph.
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15.)
IfIflog
==0.a0301
==0.0699
==0.0778
find
15.)
loga a2, 2log
.5301
loga 5a, 5and
.699a, 6and
, and
loga a6, 6find
.778,following.
, findthe
thefollowing.
following.
15.) If log
=, 0,log
.699
log
= 0log
.778
the
a 2 = 0.301
(b)
(b) log
loga 50
50
(a) log
loga 3a 3
(b) log a 50
(a) log a 3(a)
a
16.)
a apolynomial
f (x
) that
might
have
16.)Construct
polynomial
f (x
) that
might
havethe
thegiven
givengraph.
graph.
16.) Construct
aConstruct
polynomial
f (x) that might
have
the given
graph.

17.)
Joe
$8.75
quarters
and
IfIfhehe
has
dimes
17.)
Joehas
has
$8.75inin
quarters
and
dimes.
hasfive
fivemore
more
dimes
thanthree
three
timesthe
thenumber
number
17.) Joe has
$8.75
in
quarters
and
dimes.
Ifdimes.
he
has five
more
dimes
than
threethan
times
the times
number
ofofhow
quarters,
many
ofofeach
does
quarters,
how
many
eachcoin
coin
doeshehehave?
have?
of quarters,
manyhow
of each
coin
does
he
have?
3 3
Find
a avalue
for
k ksoso
that
( x(74xx4+2+kx
x 2x)2+÷+8(x8xx+−+25
Find
forthe
thatthe
theremainder
remainder
−7 725
) ÷( x( x−−1)1.) .
18.) Find18.)
a18.)
value
for
kvalue
so that
remainder
is
3 whenis(is
x34 3when
+when
kx3 −
+kx
8 x−+
125
) ). ÷

11

1

19.)
equation
that
passes
through
(−3,5).
Write
19.)Determine
Determine
thelinear
linearthat
equation
that
passes
through
(2,1)and
and
(−3,5).
Write
yourfinal
finalanswer
answer
19.) Determine
the linearthe
equation
passes
through
(2,1)
and (2,1)
(−3,5).
Write
your
finalyour
answer
ininslope-intercept
form.
slope-intercept
form.
in slope-intercept
form.
4

3

2

4
3
2
Find
allallthe
−−8 x8 x+that
1 1++i is
20.)the
Find
+8 8given
that
i isa azero.
zero.
20.) Find20.)
all
zeros
ofthezeros
f (zeros
x) =ofxof4 f−(f 2x()x 3)=+=x6xx−2−2−2x8xx++686x xgiven
1given
a zero.
+ i isthat

21.)
Solve
each
ofofthe
21.)
Solve
each
thefollowing
followingequations.
equations.
21.) Solve
each
of the
following
equations.
(a) x 5 (a)
=(a)
4 xx−x35 5==4 4x x−−3 3

(b)

x−−57 7=++6 x x++5 5==6 6
x −(b)
7(b)
+ xx +

22.)
equation
passing
through
point
22.)
Writethe
theof
equation
ofthe
theline
line
passing
through
the3)
point
(2,3)3)and
andperpendicular
perpendicular
theline
line
22.) Write
theWrite
equation
the lineofpassing
through
the
point the
(2,
and(2,
perpendicular
to the linetotothe
form.
−2 2y y==4your
Write
yourfinal
final
answerininslope-intercept
slope-intercept
form.
4. .Write
finalyour
answer
inanswer
slope-intercept
form.
3 x − 2 y =34x3.x−Write
23.)
2 2x. x++5 5≥≥1313
..
23.)
23.) Solve
2 xSolve
5 ≥ 13
+Solve
Find
inverse
for
each
ofofthe
Write
each
24.)multiplicative
Findthe
themultiplicative
multiplicative
inverse
for
each
thefollowing.
following.
Write
each
answerinincomplex
complex
24.) Find24.)
the
inverse for
each of
the
following.
Write each
answer
inanswer
complex
form.
form.
form.
3 + i(b) 3 3++i i
(a) 2 2++i i
(b)
(b)
(a) 2 + i (a)
1 1++2i2i
1 + 2i

25.)
system
method.
25.)
Solvethe
thefollowing
following
system
usingthe
theelimination
elimination
method.
Tellififthe
the
systemisisconsistent
consistent
25.) Solve
theSolve
following
system
using
the using
elimination
method. Tell
if theTell
system
is system
consistent
and
and
ororinconsistent.
andindependent,
independent,
consistent
anddependent,
dependent,
inconsistent.
and independent,
consistentconsistent
and
dependent,
or inconsistent.
x8 x++5 5y y==1212
8 x + 5 y =812
x−−7 7y y==−31
−31
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Appendix C

Reflection on Teaching Presentation
Each teacher candidate will give a presentation based on the three teaching experiences at
Millikin. The presentation will highlight what went well and what did not go so well including
video clips from the lessons. Any one video clip should not be more than three minutes in
length. The presentation should contain at least three video clips. For the clip(s) that illustrate
areas that need improvement, provide suggestions for improvement. For the clip(s) that illustrate
what went well, identify why it went well.
The length of the presentation may range from 8 to 12 minutes. The videos should be edited to
only show the relevant clips. (I highly recommend using Windows Movie Maker.)

My presentation is on ________________________________.
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PRE
Name ______________________________
I. For each of the following, circle the indicator that most accurately represents your opinion
where the indicators are as follows.
SA = strongly agree; A = agree; U = undecided; SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree
I am confident in my ability to locate resources for teaching mathematics.
SA

A

U

D

SD

I am confident in my ability to critically analyze my teaching skills in an objective manner.
SA

A

U

D

SD

D

SD

I am confident in my ability to plan daily lessons.
SA

A

U

I am confident in my ability to answer students’ mathematics questions.
SA

A

U

D

SD

I am confident in my ability to try new ideas/activities in my classroom.
SA

A

U

D

SD

II. Expand on any of the above statements as appropriate.

III. As you think about your future in the mathematics classroom, what are you most concerned
about?
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POST
Name ______________________________
I. For each of the following, circle the indicator that most accurately represents your opinion
where the indicators are as follows.
SA = strongly agree; A = agree; U = undecided; SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree
I am confident in my ability to locate resources for teaching mathematics.
SA

A

U

D

SD

I am confident in my ability to critically analyze my teaching skills in an objective manner.
SA

A

U

D

SD

D

SD

I am confident in my ability to plan daily lessons.
SA

A

U

I am confident in my ability to answer students’ mathematics questions.
SA

A

U

D

SD

I am confident in my ability to try new ideas/activities in my classroom.
SA

A

U

D

SD

II. Expand on any of the above statements as appropriate.

III. As you think about your future in the mathematics classroom, what are you most concerned
about?
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IV. For each of the following, circle the indicator that most accurately represents your opinion
where the indicators are as follows.
SA = strongly agree; A = agree; U = undecided; SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree
Teaching lessons in MA106 increased my confidence in my ability to answer students’
questions.
SA

A

U

D

SD

Writing reflections based on the videos of teaching in MA106 as helped my growth as a teacher.
SA

A

U

D

SD

Watching the videos of my lesson revealed weaknesses in my teaching of which I was unaware.
SA

A

U

D

SD

V. Expand on any of the above statements as appropriate.

VI. As you think about your experience of teaching in MA106 and the process of watching the
videos of the lessons, what was the most beneficial of the experience?
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Appendix E

Preparing for Teaching Lessons
As part of the preparation for the teaching of lessons in classes at Millikin, each teacher
candidate will do at least one dry run of each lesson in front of a subgroup of her MA425
classmates. It is the teacher candidate’s responsibility to select at least two members of the class
to observe and constructively critique the lesson prior to teaching it in the Millikin class.
The class members who observe the dry run of the lesson are to complete a feedback form (see
below) and give it to the teacher candidate. The teacher candidate should use the feedback to
improve the lesson and its presentation. The teacher candidate is to submit the forms to your
instructor no later than the day the lesson is taught.
Teaching Lesson Dry Run Evaluation Form
Teacher Candidate:
Lesson Topic:

Date of Dry Run:
At least Three Positives:

At least Three Constructive Criticisms:

Most Important Suggestion in Preparation for the “real” lesson:

General Comments:

Overall Rating: 1 2 3 4 5
(1-low, 5-high)

Evaluator:
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